
 

Sloan AER-DEC® Integrated Sinks Now Available with BASYS®, Clark Street®, or  

Rush Street® Fixture Offerings 

Innovative handwashing station expanded to deliver additional architectural, aesthetic choice to 

commercial restroom design 

FRANKLIN PARK, IL (September 26, 2023) – Sloan, the world’s leading manufacturer of 

commercial plumbing systems, has expanded its AER-DEC Integrated Sink offering to now 

include two new fixture style options, the Clark Street and Rush Street style fixtures, in addition 

to the iconic BASYS® style fixtures. 

With a soap dispenser, faucet, hand dryer, and sink basin all designed to work together as one 

touch-free, hygienic, and highly efficient system, the AER-DEC reduces the risk of slip and fall 

caused by water on the restroom floor from dripping hands and wet paper towels. 

Since its launch in 2015, the AER-DEC has solely been available with Sloan’s BASYS style 

fixtures. With the addition of the Clark and Rush Street style fixture options, architects and 

facility managers now have access to new AER-DEC fixture designs that provide additional 

elegant aesthetic options. 

Inspired by prisms, Sloan’s Clark Street fixture design is geometric and faceted to refract light 

for a unique aesthetic. Sloan’s Rush Street fixture design is inspired by industrial forms and 

brings together soft corners, cylindrical shapes, and rounded edges to create a simple, round 

aesthetic with a streamlined look and feel. 

“For years, Sloan’s AER-DEC Integrated Sink offering has provided restroom occupants with a 

simplified handwashing process, all within arm’s reach,” said Morgan Kish, Sloan senior product 

line manager, sinks, faucets, soap dispensers, and showerheads. “We are proud to extend that 

offering to include two additional sets of aesthetic options for the design community with the 

addition of our Clark Street and Rush Street style fixtures to fit all high-end commercial 

applications.” 

AER-DEC Integrated Sinks can be customized to meet any restroom environment with options 

including LED lighting in the sink basin, beveled or rounded sink edges, multiple sink heights, 

additional countertop spacing, and more. AER-DEC Sinks provide hundreds of deck and basin 

options in Corian®, Corian Quartz, Caesarstone®, and Silestone®, along with 300-plus 

Wilsonart® laminates or standard stainless finishes. Customize and view your AER-DEC design 

in real time with Sloan’s Sink Configurator. 

All AER-DEC fixtures are available in five Sloan finishes including polished chrome, as well as 

PVD finishes in brushed stainless, polished brass, brushed nickel, and graphite. 

For more information on Sloan’s enhanced AER-DEC Integrated Sink offering, visit Sloan’s 

website. Follow Sloan on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, X, and blog for additional 

updates. 

https://www.sloan.com/?utm_source=PR&utm_medium=Press+Release&utm_campaign=SGH_AER-DEC&utm_id=SGH_PR
https://www.sloan.com/design/innovations/innovations-design/aer-dec-integrated-sink?utm_source=PR&utm_medium=Press+Release&utm_campaign=SGH_AER-DEC&utm_id=SGH_PR
https://configurator.sloan.com/?utm_source=PR&utm_medium=Press+Release&utm_campaign=SGH_AER-DEC&utm_id=SGH_PR
https://www.sloan.com/design/innovations/innovations-design/aer-dec-integrated-sink
https://www.sloan.com/design/innovations/innovations-design/aer-dec-integrated-sink
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sloan-valve-company
https://www.facebook.com/SloanValveCompany/
https://www.instagram.com/sloan_valve/
https://www.youtube.com/user/SloanValveCompany
https://twitter.com/sloan_valve
https://www.sloan.com/blog


### 

About Sloan 

Sloan is the world’s leading manufacturer of commercial plumbing systems and has been in 

operation since 1906. Headquartered in Franklin Park, Illinois, USA, the company is at the 

forefront of the green building movement and provides smart, sustainable, and hygienic restroom 

solutions by manufacturing water-efficient products such as flushometers, electronic faucets, 

sink systems, soap dispensers, and vitreous china fixtures to promote wellness in commercial, 

industrial, and institutional markets worldwide. Follow Sloan on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, 

YouTube, X, and blog. 
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